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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we consider the estimation of a low Tucker rank
tensor from a number of noisy linear measurements. We pro-
pose a Riemannian Gauss-Newton (RGN) method with fast
implementations for low Tucker rank tensor estimation. Dif-
ferent from the generic (super)linear convergence guarantee
of RGN in the literature, we prove the first quadratic con-
vergence guarantee of RGN for low-rank tensor estimation
under some mild conditions. A deterministic estimation error
lower bound, which matches the upper bound, is provided that
demonstrates the statistical optimality of RGN. The merit of
RGN is illustrated through applications of tensor regression
and tensor SVD.

Index Terms— Low-rank tensor estimation, quadratic
convergence, Riemannian optimization, statistical optimality

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider a prototypical model for tensor estimation:

y “ A pX ˚q ` ε. (1)

Here, y, ε P Rn are the observations and unknown noise and
X ˚ P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd is an order-d tensor parameter of interest.
A P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd Ñ Rn is a known linear map, which can be
explicitly expressed as A pX ˚q “ rxA1,X ˚y, . . . , xAn,X ˚ys

J
,

xAi,X ˚y “
ř

1ďikďpk,1ďkďd
pAiqri1,...,idsX ˚

ri1,...,ids
with

the given measurement tensors tAiu
n
i“1 Ď Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd . Our

goal is to estimate X ˚ based on py,A q.
In many applications,

śd
k“1 pk, i.e., the number of pa-

rameters in X ˚, is much greater than the sample size n, so
some structural conditions are often assumed to ensure the
problem is well-posed. In the literature, the low-rankness
assumption was widely considered [1, 2, 3]. In this work,
we focus on the setting that the target parameter X ˚ is low
Tucker rank and admits the following Tucker (or multilinear)
decomposition with Tucker rank r “ pr1, . . . , rdq: X ˚ “
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Sˆ1U1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆdUd.Here, S P Rr1ˆ¨¨¨ˆrd is the order-d core
tensor; Uk is a pk-by-rk matrix with orthonormal columns,
which represents the mode-k singular vectors of X ˚; “ˆk” is
the tensor-matrix product along mode k.

With different designs of A , the general model (1) covers
many specific settings arising from applications, such as

1. Tensor regression. Specifically, the Gaussian ensemble de-
sign (Ai has i.i.d. Gaussian/sub-Gaussian entries) is widely
studied in the literature.

2. Tensor completion [4, 5]: Ai “ e
a
piq
1
˝¨ ¨ ¨˝e

a
piq
d

, e
a
piq
k

is the

a
piq
k th canonical vector and tapiq1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , a

piq
d u

n
i“1 are randomly

selected integers from rp1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rpds, “˝” represents the
outer product and rpks “ t1, . . . , pku;

3. Tensor estimation via rank-1 projections [6]: Ai “ a
piq
1 ˝

¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ a
piq
d , where tapiqk P Rpkudk“1 are random vectors;

4. Tensor PCA/SVD [7, 8] is a special case of tensor comple-
tion where all entries are observable. In this particular setting,
we can tensorize y, ε and rewrite the model (1) equivalently
to Y “ X ˚ ` E . Here X ˚ is the low Tucker rank signal
tensor and E is the noise.

In view of model (1), a natural estimator of X ˚ is

X̂ “ arg min
XPRp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd

fpX q :“
1

2
}y ´A pX q}22 ,

subject to TucrankpX q “ r.

(2)

Here TucrankpX q is the Tucker rank of X . However, the op-
timization problem in (2) is non-convex and NP-hard in gen-
eral. To tame the non-convexity, a common scheme is the
convex relaxation [9, 10]. However, this scheme may either
obtain suboptimal statistical guarantees or require evaluating
the tensor nuclear norm, which is NP-hard to compute in gen-
eral [11].

Our Contributions. In this paper, we develop a new Rieman-
nian Gauss-Newton (RGN) algorithm for low-rank tensor es-
timation. The proposed algorithm is tuning free and generally
has the same per-iteration computational complexity as the al-
ternating minimization [2, 12] and comparable complexity to
the other first-order methods including projected gradient de-
scent [13] and gradient descent [14].

Moreover, assuming A satisfies the tensor restricted
isometry property (TRIP) (see Definition 2), we prove that
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with some proper initialization, the iterates generated by RGN
converge quadratically to X ˚ up to some statistical error. Es-
pecially in the noiseless setting, i.e., ε “ 0, RGN converges
quadratically to the exact parameter X ˚. Since RGN gener-
ally converges to a point with nonzero function value in the
noisy setting, the generic theory on RGN can only guarantee
a (super)linear convergence rate to a stationary point [15].
Our result complements the classic theory of RGN: we show
RGN converges quadratically to a neighborhood of the true
parameter of interest, which achieves a statistically optimal
estimation error rate. To our best knowledge, such a result is
new and our RGN is the first algorithm with a provable guar-
antee of second-order convergence for the low-rank tensor
estimation. Furthermore, we provide a deterministic mini-
max lower bound for the estimation error under model (1).
The lower bound matches the estimation error upper bound,
which demonstrates the statistical rate-optimality of RGN.

Next, we apply RGN to two problems arising from appli-
cations in machine learning and statistics: tensor regression
and tensor SVD. In both problems, we prove the iterates of
RGN converge quadratically to a neighborhood of X ˚ that
achieves the minimax optimal estimation error.

Notation and Preliminaries. Lowercase letters (e.g., a),
lowercase boldface letters (e.g., u), uppercase boldface let-
ters (e.g., U), and boldface calligraphic letters (e.g., A) are
used to denote scalars, vectors, matrices, and order-3-or-
higher tensors, respectively. We use bracket subscripts to
denote sub-vectors, sub-matrices, and sub-tensors. For any
matrix D P Rp1ˆp2 , let σkpDq be the kth largest singular
value of D. We also denote SVDrpDq “ ru1 ¨ ¨ ¨urs and
QR(D) as the subspace composed of the leading r left sin-
gular vectors and the Q part of the QR orthogonalization of
D, respectively. Let Op,r “ tU : UJU “ Iru be the set
of all p-by-r matrices with orthonormal columns. For any
U P Op,r, PU “ UUJ represents the projection matrix onto
the column space of U; we use UK P Op,p´r to represent the
orthonormal complement of U.

The matricization Mkp¨q is the operation that unfolds the
order-d tensor A P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd along mode k into the ma-
trix MkpAq P Rpkˆp´k where p´k “

ś

j‰k pj . We also
use notation Tkp¨q to denote the mode-k tensorization or re-
verse operator of Mkp¨q. Throughout the paper, Tk, as a re-
versed operation of Mkp¨q, maps an Rpkˆp´k matrix back to
an Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd tensor. The Hilbert-Schmidt norm of A is de-
fined as }A}HS “ pxA,Ayq1{2 . The Tucker rank of a tensor
A is denoted by TucrankpAq and defined as a d-tuple r :“
pr1, . . . , rdq, where rk “ rankpMkpAqq. For any Tucker
rank-pr1, . . . , rdq tensor A, it has Tucker decomposition [16]:
A “ JS;U1, . . . ,UdK :“ S ˆ1 U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ud, where
S P Rr1ˆ¨¨¨ˆrd is the core tensor; Uk “ SVDrkpMkpAqq
is the mode-k singular vectors. Here, the mode-k product of
A P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd with a matrix B P Rrkˆpk is denoted by
AˆkB and is of size p1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆpk´1ˆrkˆpk`1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆpd.

2. ALGORITHM

Next, we introduce the geometry of low Tucker rank tensor
Riemannian manifolds and present the procedure of RGN.

Geometry for Low Tucker Rank Tensor Manifolds. De-
note the collection of pp1, . . . , pdq-dimensional tensors of
Tucker rank r by Mr “ tX P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd ,TucrankpX q “
ru. Then Mr forms a smooth submanifold embedded in
Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd . Throughout the paper, we use the natural Eu-
clidean inner product as the Riemannian metric. Suppose
X P Mr has Tucker decomposition JS;U1, . . . ,UdK; [17]
showed the tangent space of Mr at X , TXMr can be repre-
sented as

TXMr “

!

B ˆdk“1 Uk `

d
ÿ

k“1

S ˆk sDk ˆj‰k Uj :

B P Rr1ˆ¨¨¨ˆrd , sDk P Rpkˆrk ,
sDJkUk “ 0, k “ 1, . . . , d

)

.

(3)

For X “ JS;U1, . . . ,UdK, we let Vk “ QRpMkpSqJq,
which corresponds to the row space of MkpSq, and define

Wk :“ pUdb¨ ¨ ¨bUk`1bUk´1bU1qVk P Op´k,rk . (4)

Uk,Wk correspond to the subspaces of the column and row
spans of MkpX q, respectively.

By Lemma 3.1 of [17] and the tangent space representa-
tion, we can write the projection operator PTX that projects
any tensor Z onto the tangent space of Mr at X as:

PTX pZq :“ LL˚pZq

“Z ˆdk“1 PUk
`

d
ÿ

k“1

TkpPUkK
MkpZqPWk

q,
(5)

where L˚ and L are respectively the contraction map and ex-
tension map defined as follows:

L : pB, tDku
d
k“1q ÞÑ B ˆdk“1 Uk `

d
ÿ

k“1

TkpUkKDkW
J
k q,

L˚ : Z ÞÑ pZ ˆdk“1 U
J
k , tU

J
kKMkpZqWku

d
k“1q.

(6)

In particular, L˚ is the adjoint operator of L.

Riemannian Optimization and Gauss-Newton. Rieman-
nian optimization concerns optimizing a real-valued function
f defined on a Riemannian manifold M, for which the read-
ers are referred to [15] and [18] for an introduction. A typi-
cal procedure of a Riemannian optimization method contains
three steps per iteration: Step 1. find the tangent space; Step
2. update the point on the tangent space; Step 3. map the
point from the tangent space back to the manifold.

Low-rank tensor Riemannian manifold (Step 1). We have
already discussed the tangent space of low Tucker rank tensor
manifolds earlier.
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Update on tangent space (Step 2). Next, we describe the
procedure of RGN in the tangent space. We begin by intro-
ducing a few more preliminaries for Riemannian manifold
optimization. The Riemannian gradient of a smooth function
f : Mr Ñ R at X P Mr is defined as the unique tangent
vector grad fpX q P TXMr such that xgrad fpX q,Zy “
D fpX qrZs,@Z P TXMr, where DfpX qrZs denotes the
directional derivative of f at point X along direction Z .
Specifically for the embedded submanifold Mr, we have:

Lemma 1 For fpX q in (2), grad fpX q “ PTX pA
˚pA pX q´

yqq, where PTX p¨q is the projection operator onto the tangent
space of Mr at X defined in (5).

A common way to derive RGN update in the literature is
to first write down the Riemannian Newton equation, then re-
place the Riemannian Hessian by its Gauss-Newton approx-
imation [15, Chapter 8.4.1], and finally solve the modified
Riemannian Newton equation, i.e., the Riemannian Gauss-
Newton equation. In our low-rank tensor estimation problem
with the objective function (2), suppose the current iterate is
X t, the RGN update ηRGN P TX tMr should solve the fol-
lowing RGN equation [15, Chapter 8.4],

´ grad fpX tq “ PTXt

`

A ˚pA pηRGN qq
˘

. (7)

However, it is unclear how to solve (7) directly in practice.
Inspired by the classical Gauss-Newton (GN) algorithm,

we instead introduce another scheme to derive RGN. Recall
in solving the nonlinear least squares problem in the Eu-
clidean space minx

1
2}hpxq}

2
2, the classic Gauss-Newton can

be viewed as a modified Newton method, and can also be
derived by replacing the non-linear function hpxq by its local
linear approximation at the current iterate xk [19, Chapter
10.3]. These two ways of interpretations are equivalent. Sim-
ilar local linearization idea can be extended to the manifold
setting except that the linearization needs to be taken in the
tangent space in each iterate. Specifically, consider the ob-
jective function fpX q in (2), the linearization of y ´ A pX q
at X t in TX tMr is y ´A pX tq ´A PTXt pX ´X tq, which
can be simplified to y ´ A PTXt pX q. So the update can be
calculated by

X t`0.5 “ arg min
XPTXtMr

1

2
}y ´A PTXt pX q}22. (8)

We can show the proposed update derived in (8) actually
matches the standard RGN update (7) and (8).

Proposition 1 X t`0.5 ´ X t is the Riemannian Gauss-
Newton update, i.e., it solves the Riemannian Gauss-Newton
equation (7). Moreover, (8) can be equivalently solved by

X t`0.5 “ LtpBt`1,Dt`1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Dt`1

d q,

where Lt and L˚t are defined in the similar way as in (6) ex-
cept evaluated on X t “ JSt;Ut

1, . . . ,U
t
dK,

pBt`1,Dt`1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Dt`1

d q

“ arg min
BPRr1ˆ¨¨¨ˆrd ,

DkPRppk´rkqˆrk

›

›

›

›

›

y ´ABpBq ´
d
ÿ

k“1

ADk
pDkq

›

›

›

›

›

2

2

.
(9)

Retraction (Step 3). We apply retraction [15, Chapter 4]
to map the point X t`0.5 from the tangent space back to the
manifold. In the low Tucker rank tensor manifolds, Propo-
sition 2.3 of [20] showed that the truncated high-order sin-
gular value decomposition (T-HOSVD) [21] is a retraction.
We further show that the sequentially truncated HOSVD (ST-
HOSVD) [22], a computationally more efficient procedure
than T-HOSVD, also satisfies the retraction properties.

Summary of RGN. We give the complete RGN algorithm for
low-rank tensor estimation in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Riemannian Gauss-Newton for Tensor
Input: y P Rn,A1, . . . ,An P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd , tmax, Tucker rank
r, initialization X 0 “ JS0;U0

1, . . . ,U
0
dK, W0

k defined as (4).
1: for t “ 0, 1, . . . , tmax ´ 1 do
2: Construct the covariates maps AB : Rr1ˆ¨¨¨ˆrd Ñ

Rn,ADk
: Rppk´rkqrk Ñ Rn, k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d, where

pABqi “ Ai ˆ
d
k“1 U

tJ
k , pADk

qi “ UtJ
kKMk pAiqW

t
k.

3: Solve the unconstrained least squares problem (9).
4: Update

X t`1 “ JSt`1;Ut`1
1 , . . . ,Ut`1

d K

“Hr

˜

Bt`1 ˆdk“1 U
t
k `

d
ÿ

k“1

TkpUt
kKD

t`1
k WtJ

k q

¸

and Wt`1
k via (4). Here Hrp¨q is the retraction map onto

Mr (two choices are ST-HOSVD and T-HOSVD).
5: end for

Output: X tmax

3. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

We analyze the convergence rate of RGN in this section. Dif-
ferent from the low-rank matrix projection, which can be effi-
ciently and exactly computed via truncated SVD, performing
low-rank tensor projection exactly, even for r “ 1, can be NP
hard in general [11]. We thus introduce the following quasi-
projection property and the approximation constant δpdq.

Definition 1 LetPMrp¨q be the projection map from Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd
to the tensor space of Tucker rank at most r, i.e., for any
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Z P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd and Ẑ of Tucker rank at most r, one always
has }Z ´ Ẑ}HS ě }Z ´ PMrpZq}HS.

We say Hr satisfies the quasi-projection property with ap-
proximation constant δpdq if }Z ´ HrpZq}HS ď δpdq}Z ´

PMrpZq}HS for any Z P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd .

It is known that T-HOSVD and ST-HOSVD satisfy the quasi-
projection property with approximation constant δpdq “

?
d

(see Chapter 10 in [23]).
For technical convenience, we also assume A satisfies the

following Tensor Restricted Isometry Property (TRIP) [24].
TRIP condition can be seen as a tensor generalization of the
restricted isometry property (RIP). In the compressed-sensing
and low-rank matrix recovery literature, the RIP condition has
been widely used as one standard assumption [25, 26]. [24]
showed that TRIP condition holds if A is randomly designed
with a sufficient sample size n.

Definition 2 Let A : Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd Ñ Rn be a linear map.
For a fixed d-tuple r “ pr1, . . . , rdq with 1 ď rk ď pk for
k “ 1, . . . , d, define the r-tensor restricted isometry constant
to be the smallest number Rr such that p1 ´ Rrq}Z}2HS ď

}A pZq}22 ď p1`Rrq}Z}2HS holds for all Z of Tucker rank at
most r. If 0 ď Rr ă 1, we say A satisfies r-tensor restricted
isometry property (r´TRIP).

Theorem 1 (Convergence of RGN) Suppose Hr is either T-
HOSVD or ST-HOSVD, A satisfies the 3r-TRIP, and initial-
ization X 0 satisfies }X 0´X ˚}HS ď

λ

4dp
?
d`1qpR3r{p1´R2rq`1q

,

where λ :“ mink“1,...,d σrkpMkpX ˚qq is the minimum of
least singular values at matricizations of X ˚. Then @t ě 0,

}X t`1 ´X ˚}HS ďdp
?
d` 1q

ˆ

R3r

1´R2r
` 1

˙

}X t ´X ˚}2HS

λ

`

?
d` 1

1´R2r
}pA ˚pεqqmaxp2rq}HS.

Here, p¨qmaxprq denotes the best Tucker rank r approximation
of the tensor “¨".

Theorem 1 shows with some proper assumptions on A
and initialization, the iterates of RGN converge quadratically
to the ball centered at X ˚ and of radiusOp}pA ˚pεqqmaxp2rq}HSq.
Especially if ε “ 0, i.e., the observations are noiseless, X t

converges quadratically to the exact X ˚. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first provable quadratic convergence
guarantee for both low-rank tensor estimation and recovery.

Next, we further introduce a lower bound to show ξ :“
}pA ˚pεqqmaxp2rq}HS is essential in the estimation error upper
bound of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 Consider the following class of pÃ , X̃ , ε̃q:

Frpξq “

$

’

&

’

%

´

Ã , X̃ , ε̃
¯

:

Ã satisfies 3r-TRIP,
X̃ is of Tucker rank at most r,
}pÃ ˚pε̃qqmaxp2rq}HS ď ξ

,

/

.

/

-

.

Under the low-rank tensor estimation model (1), we have

inf
X̂

sup
pÃ ,X̃ ,ε̃qPFrpξq

}X̂ ´ X̃ }HS ě 2´1{2ξ.

4. IMPLICATIONS IN MACHINE LEARNING

Throughout this section, we denote p̄ :“ maxk pk, p :“

mink pk, r̄ “ maxk rk, λ :“ mink σrkpMkpX ˚qq, λ̄ :“
maxk σ1pMkpX ˚qq and κ :“ λ̄{λ.

Tensor Regression is a basic problem for the supervised
tensor learning. We assume tAiu

n
i“1 are independent and

have i.i.d. Np0, 1{nq entries; εi
i.i.d.
„ Np0, σ2{nq in model

(1). Under this design, [24] showed that the r-TRIP condi-
tion with TRIP constant Rr is satisfied with high probabil-
ity as long as the sample size is greater than CR´2

r pr̄d `
dp̄r̄q logpdq for some C ą 0. Suppose the initialization is
obtained by T-HOSVD: X 0 “ A ˚pyq ˆdk“1 PU0

k
, where

U0
k “ SVDrkpMkpA ˚pyqqq. Then we have the following

theoretical guarantee for the outcome of RGN.

Theorem 3 (RGN for Tensor Regression) Consider RGN
for tensor regression. Suppose r̄ ď p1{2, Hr is either T-
HOSVD or ST-HOSVD. If n ě cpdqp}X ˚}2HS`σ

2qκ2
?
r̄p̄d{2{λ2,

and tmax ě Cpdq log log

ˆ

λ
?
n

σ
?

řd
k“1 rkpk`

śd
k“1 rk

˙

, then

}X tmax ´X ˚}HS ď cp
?
d` 1qσ

g

f

f

e

˜

d
ÿ

k“1

rkpk `
d
ź

k“1

rk

¸

{n

holds with probability at least 1´ expp´Cpq.

Tensor SVD is a specific model covered by the prototyp-
ical model (1), which can be equivalently written as Y “

X ˚ ` E, where X ˚ has Tucker decomposition and E has
i.i.d. Np0, σ2q entries. The goal is to estimate X ˚.

The following Theorem 4 gives the theoretical guarantee
of RGN initialized with T-HOSVD for the tensor SVD.

Theorem 4 (RGN for Tensor SVD) Consider RGN for ten-
sor SVD. Suppose r̄ ď p1{2, Hr is either T-HOSVD or ST-
HOSVD and the algorithm is initialized by T-HOSVD, i.e.,
X 0 “ Y ˆdk“1 PU0

k
where U0

k “ SVDrkpMkpYqq. If
the least singular value λ ě cpdqκp̄d{4r̄1{4σ, and tmax ě

Cpdq log log

"

λ
M

ˆ

σ

b

řd
k“1 rkpk `

śd
k“1 rk

˙*

,

}X tmax ´X ˚}HS ď c ¨ p
?
d` 1qσ

g

f

f

e

d
ÿ

k“1

rkpk `
d
ź

k“1

rk

holds with probability at least 1´ expp´Cpq.
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